The ability to theoretically model the propagation of photon noise through PET and SPECT tomographic reconstruction algorithms is crucial in evaluating the reconstructed image quality as a function of parameters of the algorithm. In a previous approach for the important case of the iterative ML-EM (maximumlikelihood expectation-maximization) algorithm, judicious linearizations were used to model theoretically the propagation of a mean image and a covariance matrix from one iteration to the next. Our analysis extends this approach to the case of MAP(maximum a posteriori)-EM algorithms, where the EM approach incorporates prior terms. We analyze in detail two cases: a MAP-EM algorithm incorporating an independent gamma prior, and a one-step-late (OSL) version of a MAP-EM algorithm incorporating a multivariate Gaussian prior, for which familiar smoothing priors are special cases. To validate our theoretical analyses, we use a Monte Carlo methodology to compare, at each iteration, theoretical estimates of mean and covariance with sample estimates, and show that the theory works well in practical situations where the noise and bias in the reconstructed images do not assume extreme values.
Introduction
The poor quality of measured projection data in medical ECT (Emission Computed Tomography, comprising PET and SPECT) , has motivated a continuing cavalcade of reconstruction algorithms, each based on an explicit or implicit underlying model of the image formation process, noise, and, for some algorithms, properties of the source distribution. While clinical evaluation (Llacer et al 1993) is ultimately needed to validate the e cacy of a new reconstruction algorithm, initial testing stages are often accomplished with the time-saving convenience and exibility of computer simulation using a digital phantom, image-formation simulator and noise generator.
One way to compare the average behavior of algorithms is to assess their accuracy and precision by computing, for example, pointwise bias and variance images, or, more generally, estimates of 1st and 2nd-order statistics (sample mean and covariance) by reconstructing an ensemble of noisy projections generated by a Monte-Carlo (MC) procedure. The MC simulator can model noise and, to a degree limited by practical considerations, the image formation process itself. A comparison based on more meaningful task-speci c criteria, such as regional quantitation or lesion detectability, may also be made using MC simulations by rst applying a numerical observer (Hanson 1990) to each reconstructed image to compute an ensemble of test statistics. A simple example here would be the output of a matched lter applied at a known location that may contain a known lesion. From these test statistics, a nal task-speci c scalar image-quality metric can be computed. For the matched lter example, the d 0 detectability index (Swets 1988) , measuring area under an ROC curve, could be used. Such an MC-based, task-speci c image quality methodology is discussed by Hanson (1990) , and also by Herman and Odhner (1991) and Matej et al (1994) , who follow a strategy of comparing algorithms by applying statistical signi cance tests to test-statistic data. Since the image-quality metric depends on various system parameters, including device parameters such as collimator characteristics, count level, or data processing parameters such as the free parameters of a given algorithm, the MC approach may also be used for system optimization. In fact, if one is able to characterize the object or object class parametrically, the MC approach could also be used to investigate image quality as a function of the object character.
As studies become more realistic, the MC approach becomes limited by daunting computational burdens, and the formulation of an alternate, theoretical approach becomes increasingly appealing. For the case of linear reconstruction algorithms, independent Poisson detector noise, statistically characterized objects, and for a variety of detection and estimation tasks utilizing linear numerical observers, Barrett (1990) derived closed-form expressions for a variety of image-quality metrics. In (Abbey Barrett 1995) , these were used to investigate the e ects of stopping criterion for a detection task.
As in (Barrett 1990) , the theoretical approach may be decomposed into two problems: noise propagation into the reconstruction, followed by noise propagation into the numerical observer. Unfortunately, for the rst of these problems, many interesting algorithms, such as those based on principles of maximum-likelihood (ML), regularized ML, or equivalently Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation, are nonlinear, and a theoretical formulation for noise propagation into the reconstruction becomes di cult. An important advance was made in , who derived formulae for the propagation of 1st and 2nd-order photon noise statistics through the iterative steps of the familiar ML-EM algorithm for ECT. Because the method relied on various approximations, a MC validation study was performed to validate these under a variety of realistic conditions. A more recent advance was made by Fessler (1996) who analyzed reconstructions that are computed as the xed point of a class of regularized objective functions. The objectives must satisfy certain di erentiability criteria, and have a unique, stable xed point. The theoretical mean and covariance estimates are computed at the xed point only, and are independent of the particular algorithm used to optimize the objective. By contrast, the approach in tracks reconstruction statistics at every iteration.
In this paper, we follow and focus on the problem of tracking mean and covariance for a class of iterative algorithms that result from extending the ML-EM approach (Dempster et al 1977) to a MAP-EM formulation that includes a prior. No assumptions are made on uniqueness of the xed points of the underlying objective function, or even on the stability of the algorithm. (Our use of the term \MAP" is thus slightly abusive.) Our choices of algorithms, motivated partly by mathematical tractability for noise propagation, are two Bayesian MAP-EM algorithms: (1) A MAP-EM algorithm for the case of an independent gamma prior and (2) a One-Step-Late (OSL) (Green 1990a ) version of a MAP-EM algorithm used with a class of multivariate Gaussian priors that include familiar smoothing priors as special cases.
In section 2 we present the imaging model and notation. In section 3 we de ne the priors and algorithms, and in section 4 we derive theoretical expressions for the propagation of mean and covariance. In section 5 we validate our expressions with MC studies as in , and in section 6 we conclude with a discussion.
Imaging model and component notation
For our 2-D simulations, the emission object is lexicographically ordered as an N 1 deterministic vector f, where element f n is the mean of the Poisson emission rate at the nth pixel. Similarly, the 2-D projection data is represented as an M 1 random vector G, where element G m is the (discrete) number of photons detected in the mth detector bin. The system matrix is represented as an M N matrix H, with element H mn proportional to the probability that a photon emitted from the nth object pixel gets detected at the mth detector bin. (In SPECT, the system matrix can model the e ects of attenuation, scatter and detector response. The above interpretation needs be suitably modi ed for PET.)
Given the Poisson nature of the emission process, the projection G is modeled as an independent Poisson distribution with mean Hf. (This model needs to be modi ed for PET to include the e ects of random and scatter.) If we denote the noise in the projection as N G ? Hf, then the forward projection process can be described as a linear model:
(1) where the object-dependent noise N has conditional mean 
where the notation diag(Hf) denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to elements of the vector Hf.
In the remainder of the paper, we will continue with these conventions: uppercase bold quantities denote random vectors with corresponding upper-case quantities denoting random variables, lower-case bold quantities denote deterministic vectors with corresponding lower-case quantities denoting vector elements, and calligraphic letters denote matrices with corresponding upper-case letters denoting matrix elements. Also, we will use the convenient component notation (Barrett et al 1994, Wang and Gindi 1996a) in which ab and a=b denote vectors whose nth components are a n b n and a n =b n , respectively, where a n and b n are the nth components of a and b, respectively. Also log a and exp a are vectors comprising components log a n and exp a n , respectively. Dot and matrix products, denoted a T b and Aa, are de ned in their usual way, with T indicating a transpose. Relations such as a << b or a ' b hold for each component separately.
MAP-EM algorithms
The Bayes MAP estimate of the object, denotedf, is given byf = argmax f P F (f j G = g), where P F (f j G = g) is the posterior probability density function (pdf).
(It is convenient to use f both as a dummy variable and as the phantom itself. The context should be clear.) Using Bayes' rule, taking logarithms and dropping terms independent of f, we get, for the MAP estimatê f = argmax f log Pr(G = g j F = f) + log P F (f)] ; (4) where Pr(G = g j F = f) is the likelihood which is independently Poisson distributed with mean Hf, and P F (f) is the pdf of the prior. Using the EM method (Dempster et al 1977) , maximizing equation (4) is equivalent to iteratively maximizing a function Q(f jf k ), given the previous estimatef k :
where s is the M 1 \sensitivity" vector de ned as s H T 1 ;
with 1 an M 1 vector with all elements equal to unity. (The vector s is equivalent to a 2-D image whose pixel value is proportional to the probability that a photon emitted from this pixel hits some detector, hence the term \sensitivity".) The termb k is an N 1 vector de ned, using component notation, as:
The MAP-EM algorithm is derived simply by taking the rst derivative of (5) and setting it to zero:
With no prior, we will get ?s+^b k f = 0 which leads to the familiar ML-EM algorithm for ECT, now written in the slightly unfamiliar component notation:
Note that equation (8), actually a system of N equations, is not explicitly solvable unless the rst partial derivative of the log prior term in the nth equation depends only on f n . To address this problem, Green (1990a Green ( , 1990b introduced the one-steplate (OSL) strategy. In OSL, the previous estimatef k is substituted for the current estimatef k+1 in the rst partial derivative of the log prior term. We thus get For some priors, we will need to resort to the OSL approximation to obtain a closed-form update algorithm suitable for noise analysis. Our rst analysis, for the independent gamma prior, does not require the OSL approximation.
Independent gamma prior
The independent gamma prior, previously applied to ECT (Lange et al 1987 , Liang 1988 , Johnson et al 1991 , has appealing properties: it is consistent with the positivity of f, has adjustable mean and variance, and it is a conjugate prior to the Poisson likelihood. The gamma prior requires knowledge of a mean image, which may be unrealistic in some cases, though several methods (Lange et al 1987 , Liang 1988 , Johnson et al 1991 have been proposed to obtain an approximate value for the mean.
The pdf for the independent gamma prior is de ned as
where n is the mean and ?1=2 n is the coe cient of variation (equal to the standard deviation divided by the mean) for the nth object pixel, respectively. Taking the logarithm of the above equation and dropping terms independent of f, we have
where q is an N 1 vector with element n ? 1 and c is another N 1 vector with element n = n . Using (10), @ log P F (f) @f = q f ? c ; (11) and inserting (11) into (8), and using (7) forb k , the MAP-EM algorithm for the independent gamma prior becomeŝ
3.2. Multivariate Gaussian prior Aside from its convenient mathematical properties, the multivariate Gaussian is of interest in ECT in that it includes simple (quadratic) smoothing priors as special cases (Herman and Odhner 1991) . The pdf for the multivariate Gaussian prior is
where m is the mean vector, K the covariance matrix, and jKj its determinant.
Note that, unlike the gamma prior, the form of the multivariate Gaussian prior allows f to go negative, and is thus inconsistent with a Poisson (f 0) emission model. Taking logarithms of (13) and dropping terms independent of f, we have log P F (f) = ?
Note that the right hand side of (14) couples di erent pixels of f and a closed-form solution of (8) is not possible unless K ?1 is diagonal (Levitan and Herman 1987) . We thus use the OSL equation (9) and equation (7) forb k to derive the OSL-MAP-EM algorithm for the multivariate Gaussian prior aŝ
3.2.1. Membrane prior An important case of equation (13) (16) where the subscript \M" refers to the membrane. The hyperparameter is a positive constant that weights the in uence of the prior. Here, f e (n), f s (n), f ne (n) and f se (n) are discrete approximations to the rst partial derivatives along the east, south, northeast and southeast directions at the nth pixel, respectively, with the rst derivative approximated as the center pixel minus its appropriate neighbor.
In (Wang and Gindi 1996a) , we show that the membrane may put in the form of equation (13) 
3.2.2. Thin plate prior The thin plate prior is similar to the membrane prior (Blake and Zisserman 1987 , Lee et al 1995 , Lee and Gindi 1996 , but as a secondorder functional, it encourages smooth ramplike structures in addition to smooth at structures. The energy function for the thin plate is
where the subscript \P" refers to plate, f hh (n) and f vv (n) are the second discrete di erences along horizontal and vertical directions at pixel n respectively, and f hv (n) is the di erence expression corresponding to the second cross derivative at pixel n.
It can be shown again (Wang and Gindi 1996a ) that the thin plate prior is a special case of multivariate Gaussian prior with a zero mean vector and a speci c covariance matrix K P . The corresponding OSL-MAP-EM algorithm is (18), just as for the case of the membrane prior, except K ?1 M is replaced by K ?1
Theoretical noise propagation
In this section, we show how 1st and 2nd-order photon noise statistics are propagated through the MAP-EM algorithms, equations (12) and (15), of section 3. The derivations here follow a strategy of linearization presented in , with the main di erence that we include the e ects of prior terms. The basic strategy is to rst decompose each random vector in the iterative reconstruction algorithm into mean and noise terms, then use Taylor series expansions, ignore terms that are quadratic or higher in any of the noise terms, and show how noise at iteration k + 1 is approximately linearly related to noise at iteration k. Since it is easy to propagate 1st and 2nd-order statistics through linear relations, we may then use a recursive procedure to derive noise statistics at any iteration k given the known phantom f, the system matrix H, and any parameters associated with the prior. In particular, we make use of two Taylor series expansions:
log(signal + noise) = log(signal) + log( (21) We address rst the independent gamma prior and equation (12). 4.1. MAP-EM with independent gamma prior To clearly distinguish between deterministic and random quantities, we rewrite the MAP-EM update equation (12) 
(Note that G is a random vector since we are tracking noise statistics over a noise ensemble.) We may take logarithms of both sides of (22), which yields
where Y k logF k . Next we decompose the random vectorF k aŝ F k = a k + N kf ;
where a k is de ned as the conditional expectation ofF k given f,
and the zero-mean random vector N kf is the deviation ofF k from its mean a k .
We now make an assumption, referred to Approximation #1 in :
N kf << a k . This assumes that, for useful images, the noise in the reconstruction is small compared to its mean. The addition of regularizing priors that tends to result in smooth estimates will usually satisfy this approximation even more closely than the ML (unregularized) version, but, in section 5 we validate this approximation. Using (20), the random vector Y k can be decomposed as Y k = log(a k + N kf ) ' log a k + N kf a k :
If we de ne N k y N kf a k ; (27) then equations (24) and (26) can be rewritten aŝ
Y k ' log a k + N k y :
The random vector N k y also has zero mean and N k y << 1 by Approximation #1. Using
(1) and (28), the quantity in (23) 
Combining (31) and (32) 
Note that in (33) the rst two terms can be treated as a \signal" term, while the last three terms can be treated as a \noise" term. Using the Taylor series expansion (20), we get (34).
A second assumption, Approximation #2 , assumes that Ha k , the projection of the mean of the current estimate, will closely approximate the noise-free projection Hf of the object after a few iterations. With no prior, this approximation is quite good after a few iterations, but for a strong prior, signi cant biases may be introduced into a k and Approximation #2 is not as good. (We will discuss this point further in section 6.) If the approximation error is of the same order as N or N k y , it is valid in the second term of (34) to set Hf=Ha k ' 1, allowing us to cancel Hf in a numerator against an Ha k in a denominator. Using (6), the second term of (34) 
By equating random terms to random terms and non-random ones to non-random ones, we get the following two equations: log a k+1 = log a k + log ( H T Hf 
This U k matrix depends on deterministic parameters of the algorithm: iteration number k, system matrix H, noise-free estimate a k , phantom f and prior vector q (but not on prior vector c). Finally, the noise in the reconstruction N kf is related, through (27), to the noise in the projection N through this U k matrix as:
(44) Since we are interested in tracking noise ensemble statistics, we take appropriate expectations. The covariance matrix forF k given f is also the covariance matrix for N kf given f. Using (44) and (3), this covariance matrix, denoted K kF jf , is
We may express K kF jf in terms of its ij element as
An important special case of (46) is i = j, which gives the variance of the reconstruction at pixel i. Equations (36) and (45) thus yield the noise statistics for the algorithm (12).
OSL-MAP-EM with multivariate Gaussian prior
Many of the steps here follow analogously from the case for the independent gamma prior, so the derivation is terse. We start by rewriting the OSL-MAP-EM equation (15) 
where equation (50) holds if jK ?1 j is not too large, a condition that is consistent with the convergence condition for OSL-MAP-EM (Green 1990b) . Using (49), (50) and (29), equation (48) The interpretation for (52), the same as for the independent gamma prior case, implies that we may again calculate a mean image by propagating a noise-free projection. To get the noise statistics of the reconstruction, we can rewrite (53) (39) and (41) (44) to (46), follow the discussion for the case of the independent gamma prior. The equations for the multivariate Gaussian prior are identical, with equations (52), (54), (55), (56) and (57) (52) and (56), and setting m = 0.
Validation of theory by Monte-Carlo trials
To validate the theory, we follow and compare 1st and 2nd-order noise statistics obtained by theoretical analysis to large sample estimates derived from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. With a large enough sample size, the MC sample means and covariances can be made reliable. In these trials, we used L = 8000 noise trials, implying a relative error of about 1.6% .
Procedure
To simulate ECT, the forward and backward projection operators H and H T are computed using the software package for SPECT developed by Lee (1996) . In our simulations, we disable any attenuation, scatter and detector responses of the projector in (Lee 1996) and model H ij simply as the chord length of the jth projection ray intersected with the ith object pixel. Compensation is perfect since H is used both in simulating data formation and in reconstruction. These physical factors can later be incorporated into the linear operator H without changing the theoretical analysis. The simulation is thus also appropriate for PET if we ignore randoms and scatter. For a 32 32 object, the phantom size we used in simulations, we use 33 di erent projection angles covering 360 o , and for each projection angle, 48 detector bins are used. In our experiments, we use two di erent count levels: 80,000 (low counts, low signal-to-noise ratio) and 500,000 (high counts, high signal-to-noise ratio). Noisy projection data are generated by applying a Poisson random generator to the noise-free projections.
The sample mean of the L reconstructions at pixel i, denoted F k i , is (58) where the superscripts k and l denote the iteration number and sample number, respectively, andf k;l i is the object estimate at pixel i from noise set l at iteration k. The sample covariance of the reconstructions between two di erent pixels i and j, denoted K kF ] ij , in this manner, is
for i; j = 1; : : : ; N : (59) It is impractical to display or list the huge sparse covariance matrix in (59), but we can summarize important information by displaying a variance image or a relative covariance image referenced to a given pixel.
To get noise statistics of reconstructions using the theory, we scale f so that it is consistent with the desired noise level, then initialize a 0 , compute and save the sequence of noise-free reconstruction a k , for k = 1; : : : ; K, use the recursion relations (43) for the independent gamma prior or (57) for the multivariate Gaussian prior to compute the desired U K at iteration K, and plug in (45) 
Membrane (smoothing) prior with OSL-MAP-EM algorithm
For the OSL-MAP-EM algorithm with the membrane prior, we used a phantom ( gure 3(a)) that included a cross-shaped 100% contrast hot lesion (size 5 5 with 4 corners gone) on a uniform disk (radius 13). For this smoothing prior, we elected to test the OSL-MAP-EM algorithm for values of that captured a nice bias/variance tradeo in estimating the total counts in the lesion. (This selection of was motivated by our quantitation experiments reported in (Wang and Gindi 1996b, Wang and Gindi 1996c) .) Our validations were thus based on 4 experiments: (1) 80; 000 total projection counts, = 0:02. (2) 80; 000 total projection counts, = 0:09. (3) 500; 000 total projection counts, = 0:002. (4) 500; 000 total projection counts, = 0:009. For each experiment, we did both MC simulation and theoretical analysis and saved the intermediate results at iterations 10, 30, 50, 100 and 200, respectively.
In all four cases and at all ve iteration numbers, the noise-free reconstruction from the theory is very consistent with the ensemble mean image from the MC simulation. One example, a typical one, is shown in gure 1 for experiment 4 at iteration 200, where gures 1(a) and 1(b) are mean images from MC and theory, respectively, and gure 1(c) shows their horizontal pro les through the lesion center. Note that for a linear reconstruction algorithm, the noise-free reconstruction and ensemble mean reconstruction are exactly equal. The fact that this equality is very well approximated by the nonlinear MAP-EM is gratifying. The variance images obtained from the theory match those obtained from the MC simulations to a good approximation. We have tested this for all four experiments at the ve di erent iteration numbers. A typical example is shown in gure 2 for experiment 3 at iteration 200, where gures 2(a) and 2(b) are variance images from MC and theory, respectively, and gure 2(c) shows their horizontal pro les through the image center.
The trials illustrate an interesting behavior of bias/variance tradeo for the membrane smoothing prior. Figures 3(b) -3(e) display variance images for experiment 3 at iterations 10, 30, 50 and 200. At low iteration number, the variance image itself resembles the phantom, a phenomenon well known for unregularized EM. As iterations proceed, the average variance changes (rises in this case), but interestingly, the variance image is itself \smeared", leading to the uniform images as seen in gure 3(e). One qualitative explanation is that: since the OSL-MAP-EM is a smoothed version of ML-EM, as iterations go on, the neighborhood interactions increase and nally smooth out the larger uctuations associated with the lesion in the variance image. Note that the ne structure in the variance images, for example the bright central pixel and symmetric pattern in gure 3(e), are artifacts of our particular projector/backprojector. This can be seen in gure 3(f) where the sensitivity map s,
showing the relative total system sensitivity at each pixel, resembles the ne structure. We also studied the covariance image referenced to the center pixel of the lesion. Again, for all four experiments at ve di erent iterations, the covariance image obtained from the theory is close to the one obtained from the MC simulation. The correlation peak half-width is about two pixels for these cases. (Surprisingly, it is not much di erent than the case for ML-EM .) A typical example is shown in gure 4 for experiment 3 at iteration 200, where gures 4(a) and 4(b) are covariance images obtained from MC and theory, and gure 4(c) shows their horizontal pro les through the lesion center.
To get a more quantitative comparison, we computed the average MC variance, average theoretical variance, root mean square ( As we can see from the tables, the theory performs well for both 80; 000 and 500; 000 projection counts, and, on average, higher counts (high signal-noise ratio) performs better than low counts (low signal-noise ratio). For the same number of counts, smaller performs better (i.e. leads to better theory-MC agreement) than large , as expected.
Independent gamma prior with MAP-EM algorithm
For the MAP-EM algorithm for the independent gamma prior, we used a uniform disk phantom ( gure 3(a) without the lesion) and a Ho man phantom. For the disk phantom, we did the following 3 experiments: (5) 80,000 projection counts, = value of the phantom, = 2:7 (std/mean=60.8%). (6) 80,000 projection counts, = value of the phantom, = 15 (std/mean=25.8%). (7) 500,000 projection counts, = value of the phantom, = 15 (std/mean=25.8%). For the Ho man phantom, we did the following experiment: (8) 500,000 projection counts, = value of the phantom, = 15 (std/mean=25.8%). The mean image, variance image and covariance image referenced to the center pixel of the phantom are consistent as in the membrane case. Table 5 for experiment 5 shows typical results. The ROI here is the disk itself.
Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we derive and validate theoretical formulae for photon noise propagation through the iterations of two forms of MAP-EM algorithms, one form including the useful case of quadratic smoothing priors in local neighborhoods. The validations con rm that the mean image is accurately tracked by the theory; simply running the algorithm on noise-free data su ces. The linearization depends on Approximation #1, demanding that noise inF k be small with respect to the reconstruction itself. Since our priors tend to smooth the image, this approximation is well satis ed in practice, as we observe in our simulations. (It is still a good approximation even if the algorithm diverges, but breaks down eventually.) On the other hand, the linearization itself does not depend on Approximation #2; the forms for A k , B k and C k become messy without this approximation, but the update formulae for U k remain linear. One might expect Hf to di er signi cantly from Ha k due to the bias introduced by priors, leading to a breakdown of the approximation. However, we observe that a very strong and unrealistic bias needs to be introduced in order to break the approximation. For example, we repeated the low (80,000) count MC experiments #1 and #2 (tables 1 and 2), but changed from the 0:02 of experiment #1 or 0:09 of experiment #2 to a value 0:50, leading to horribly smoothed reconstructions. For = 0:50, the mean theoretical and MC reconstructions still correspond nearly exactly, but the theory-MC concordance for variance as measured by RMS percentage error degrades gracefully. At iteration 200, the results, in terms of ( , RMS % error) were: (0.02, 2.04), (0.09, 4.31) and (0.50, 14.07). A visual comparison of variance plots for this case analogous to the ones in gure 2 shows slightly noticeable di erences between MC and theory. An interesting observations, both validated by MC trials, are noted for the propagation of variance through the membrane smoothing prior. As expected, smoothing priors \smeared" variance across the image as seen in gures 3(b)-3(e), leading to a uniform variance showing, unlike ML-EM, no residual imprint of the object f. However, the local covariance is unexpectedly compact as seen in gure 3.
(For the extreme case of = 0:5 the local covariance widened by about a factor of two.)
Further work is needed to quantify the validity of the approximations. Our initial application of the theory to task-dependent studies was reported in (Wang and Gindi 1996b, Wang and Gindi 1996c) . Here the task was to optimize the smoothing parameter in the OSL/membrane case, given a quantitation task. 
